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Abstract. As the number of non-Japanese scholars in Japanese studies has kept increasing 
over the past few decades in various academic institutions and research centers around 
the world, it is also the consensus among Japanologists that there remains a relative 
dearth in research activities in the field of kanbun, namely, Sino-Japanese studies. In this 
context, efforts at developing a unified database of kanbun, or Sino-Japanese texts, have 
been undertaken in recent years at institutions such as the Nishôgakusha University.  In 
this paper, I discuss potential cross-referential functions or data maps based on such 
databases.  One main purpose for these cross-referential functions would be to facilitate 
the navigation of such databases for non-Japanese scholars, especially through the cross-
referencing of kanbun citations which appear in works of prominent Japanese thinkers, as 
this would provide non-Japanese scholars with a first-hand account of the extent to which 
kanbun has permeated classical and contemporary Japanese thought.  Examples are 
provided. 
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Introduction 
 
While it is difficult to accurately state the distinction between the terms kanbun (漢文), 
kangaku (漢学) and kanbungaku (漢文学), the three terms can be said to pertain, in one 
way or another, to the study of Sino-Japanese texts and/or to the Sino-Japanese texts per 
se.  From here on, for conciseness, we restrict ourselves to the term kanbun while 
referring to the broader meanings stated above.  As kanbun and its associated fields of 
study have permeated Japanese culture throughout Japanese history, virtually since the 
first contacts between Japan and China (Sansom, 1931), it is usually acknowledged by 
mainstream Japanologists that, without kanbun, there would undoubtedly be no 
Japanese culture as we know it today, whether for the strong influence of Japanese 
Confucianism on politics in the Edo period (Armstrong, 1914), especially on prominent 
philosophers such as Ito Jinsai (Tajiri, 2006), the undeniable presence of Chinese 
poetics in many influential works of Japanese poetry such as the Kokinshû (Denecke, 
2008), or the countless occurrences of kanbun citations in numerous classic and modern 
Japanese literary masterpieces, only to name a few of the many instances where kanbun 
is a prevailing element in Japanese culture. 
Having acknowledged the above, one should also be ready to recognize that there 
currently is a relative dearth of kanbun research in comparison with the growing number 
of research centers in Japanese studies around the world.  Yet, while somewhat subject 
to discussion, it is the opinion among some groups of Japanese scholars that a complete 
 understanding of the Japanese culture cannot truly exist without the study of kanbun 
(Sato, 2008). 
 
 
Existing kanbun databases 
 
In the above framework, a kanbun database has been developed over the last several 
years at the Japan Kanbun Research Center (日本漢文学研究) of the Nishôgakusha 
University, in cooperation with a research program at the Japanese Ministry of 
Education called the Twenty-first Century Center of Excellence Program (二十一世紀
COEプログラム).  In concrete terms, the kanbun database aims at digitalizing the 
totality of Japanese kanbun texts and related works currently available in Japan, 
sometimes in very limited numbers of prints and/or editions, with the broader objective 
of assisting Japanologists in their kanbun research, and approximately comprises of, at 
the time of this writing, 43,000 records. It is thought that one main feature of the kanbun 
database which can significantly contribute to kanbun research efforts is that of 
referencing each kanbun text within the major tenets, historical backgrounds and 
schools of thought which are prominent in kanbun studies (Machi & Shimizu, 2008).  
In this paper, we discuss a potential extension for kanbun databases in kanbun research, 
namely, a cross-referential data map based on kanbun citations appearing in prominent 
Japanese classical texts, henceforth referred to as Japanese classics (日本古典). 
 
 
Cross-referential kanbun data maps 
 
Referential data in the above existing database includes a detailed system of hierarchy 
in order to categorize each record under several different groupings pertaining to main 
fields in kanbun studies.  For example, one record might fall in the category of kanshi 
(漢詩, poem), while also being under the header kansho (漢書, Book of Han), as in the 
case of Gaika no uta (垓下の歌), by Kô U (項羽).  The category of shunjûsashiden 
(春秋左氏伝, Spring and Autumn Chronicles) will often also fall under the header of 
shiki (史記, Historical Records), because of the high quantity of overlapping material 
between the two classical texts.  In the same way, the headings sengokusaku (戦国策, 
Warring States), jûhasshiryaku (十八史略) and shijitsukan (資治通鑑) can occur 
together in one same record, in case of overlapping.  Finally, a similar categorizing 
hierarchy can also be found for philosophical writings, namely with headings such as 
jugaku (儒学, Confucianism), rongo (論語, Analects), môshi (孟子, Mencius), chûyô 
(中庸, Doctrine of the Mean), and kôkyô (孝経, Book of Piety). 
The sheer fact that the above headings appear in the above existing database should 
suffice for anyone to at least acknowledge the presence of kanbun and its context in 
 Japanese classics.  However, even with the help of this existing kanbun database, 
research questions of a more concrete nature regarding Japanese kanbun may not 
necessarily have an immediate answer.  Examples include questions such as: “Which 
Japanese classics refer to this kanbun chapter the most?” and “Which kanbun phrase in 
this chapter is quoted the most in Japanese classics overall?”. 
Reasonably speaking, for some Japanese scholars, intuition and cultural context 
alone might suffice to answer the above questions correctly.  The same might not 
necessarily hold, however, for non-Japanese scholars, especially when they are at an 
early stage in their research.  In what follows, we discuss cross-referential kanbun data 
maps and their main purpose, which lies in assisting non-Japanese scholars for their 
research in Japanese kanbun by providing quantitative facts regarding the extent to 
which kanbun is present within classical and contemporary Japanese thought. 
 
 
Immediate Applications in Japanese Studies 
 
We begin this paper with a concrete example on how cross-referential kanbun data 
maps can provide an immediate benefit to Japanologists.  A scholar is working at 
translating in English some works of, say, Japanese philosopher Itô Jinsai.  In this task, 
she will inevitably be confronted with differing existing English versions of the same 
Confucian quote or maxim appearing in Itô Jinsai’s works.  When deciding on which 
English translation to choose, or even when creating a new English translation of her 
own, the scholar could use the cross-referential kanbun data map and obtain a list of the 
several instances in which the same Confucian maxim had appeared in other classical 
Japanese texts, such as those of, say, Japanese philosopher Ogyû Sorai.  She could 
then obtain additional insights on that Confucian maxim by referring to existing English 
translations of Ogyû Sorai texts and other classical Japanese texts quoting the same 
maxim.  While the cross-referential kanbun data map might not suffice in the end to 
provide that scholar with a truly satisfying English translation of the Confucian maxim 
at hand, it will have at least fulfilled its role in bringing about additional insights which 
might not have arisen otherwise. 
More generally, potential applications of cross-referential kanbun data maps in 
Japanese Studies can be widely defined as making the field of Japanese kanbun more 
accessible to non-Japanese scholars.  For example, a Japanologist undertaking research 
in kanbun classics such as, say, môshi (孟子, Mencius) might find it somewhat of a 
daunting task to read the totality of the writings in its kanbun version.  A quick search 
using cross-referential kanbun data maps would then list the passages of môshi which 
have been cited the most by influential Japanese classics, and would thus provide a solid 
and fact-based starting ground for the research project at hand.  On the technical side, 
we note that, among others, on-line analytical processing (OLAP) is a database tool 
 readily available in the software market for generating such cross-referential data 
outputs. 
 
 
Raw text search function 
 
In this section, we discuss the raw text search function as an alternative to cross-
referential functions for answering the kanbun research questions considered so far.  
For example, if integral digitalized versions of some Japanese classics are available, one 
might consider using a raw text search based on some passages of môshi, as mentioned 
above.  With a suitable combinatorial algorithm, one might be able to obtain suitable 
data outputs without resorting to cross-referential data maps.  Indeed, the algorithm 
could perform a systematic text search-and-match based on subsets of passages of 
môshi, which can then be searched in the totality of digitalized Japanese classics.  
While a bit tedious in its approach, the algorithm should eventually provide an output, 
as long as it reaches a suitable combination of subsets of môshi passages.  This can be 
accomplished by setting a minimum length for the text string to be searched, say, four 
characters.  The algorithm could then attempt a text search in Japanese classics based 
on all possible four-character strings found in môshi text.  When matches are found, 
the algorithm could then narrow its search based on the matches, and increase the length 
of the text string accordingly, in order to obtain more meaningful results.  The final 
output will then be a list of quotes appearing in Japanese classics, with their exact 
matches in the môshi text, and, to make the output more informative, the maximum 
length of matching text strings can also be provided for the case of each Japanese 
classic text. 
I now consider the potential pitfalls pertaining to the raw text search method.  One 
major obstacle lies in the discrepancy between several possible kundoku (kunyomi 
reading) and yomikudashi (読み下し, Japanese rendering of kanbun phrases) of the 
same kanbun phrase.  We illustrate this problem with the examples below. 
 
Kanbun phrase:  何日是帰年（杜甫） 
Kanbun subset 1:   何日 
Yomikudashi 1a:    Izure no hi ka 
Yomikudashi 1b:    Itsu no hi ka 
Kanbun subset 2:   帰年 
Yomikudashi 2a:    kinen 
Yomikudashi 2b:    kaeru toshi 
Kanbun subset 3:    [void character at end of phrase] 
Yomikudashi 3a:   naran 
Yomikudashi 3b: zo 
 In the above example, three subsets each have two possible yomikudashi, so that the 
total number of possible yomikudashi for the entire phrase is 2
3
 = 8 possible renderings, 
such as for example: 
 
Yomikudashi 1a, 2a, 3a:  Izure no hi ka kore kinen naran 
Yomikudashi 1b, 2b, 3b:  Itsu no hi ka kore kaeru toshi zo 
 
We consider one more example, in which different possible kundoku are combined 
with different possible orderings of the words in yomikudashi. 
 
Kanbun phrase:  長得君王帯笑看（李白） 
Kanbun subset 1:   得...看 
Yomikudashi 1a:    etari...miru wo 
Yomikudashi 1b:    ...miru wo etari 
Kanbun subset 2:    笑 
Yomikudashi 2a:   warai 
Yomikudashi 2b: emi 
 
Again, we are confronted with several possible yomikudashi, such as, for example: 
 
Yomikudashi 1a, 2a:  Tsune ni kun-ô no warai wo obite miru wo etari 
Yomikudashi 1b, 2b:  Tsune ni etari kun-ô no emi wo obite miru wo 
 
The above examples should suffice to show that discrepancies between several 
yomikudashi of the same kanbun phrase can be numerous as they can originate from 
different kundoku as well as different word orders, so that even an elaborate text search 
algorithm might not in the end succeed in finding matches between kanbun phrases and 
citations in Japanese classics.  Two main factors for this impediment are: 1) the 
different possible kundoku for one same kanji, which entail juxtaposing different 
hiragana text strings next to the same kanji, and 2) the different possible word orders 
which effectively incapacitate a raw text search, as the algorithm would then have to 
consider different possible word orders, and might not necessarily attain a solution, due 
to the sheer magnitude of the task, at least in terms of combinatorial analysis. 
 
 
Relational Databases 
 
In the framework of relational databases, a collaborative database project can generally 
be achieved more readily and in a less error-prone fashion than in the case of traditional 
stand-alone databases, mainly because redundancy of data input can be avoided by 
 using concise ID numbers which already contain basic and generic information 
regarding an entire set of data fields.  I illustrate the use of relational databases in the 
cross-referencing kanbun data maps, with the following short example of one record in 
a data table for Japanese classics. 
 
DataTable: JapaneseText (JT) 
JT_ID: 09 
JT_Title_Romaji: Seidan 
JT_Title_Japanese: 政談 
JT_Title_English: Civil Society 
JT_Author_ID: 108 
 
In the above example, we define a Japanese classic called Seidan (政談), whose 
author information can be accessed with the field JT_Author_ID = 108.  We now give 
an example of one record in a data table for Japanese authors. 
 
DataTable: Japanese_Author (JA) 
JA_ID: 108 
JA_ Romaji: Ogyû Sorai 
JA_ Japanese: 荻生徂徠 
JA_Category_JP: 古文辞学 
JA_Category_RM: Kobunjigaku 
 
In the above table, the data for the field JA_Category_JP is identical to that of the 
existing kanbun database at the Japan Kanbun Research Center, so that a simple link of 
data tables in relational databases can readily provide further existing information 
regarding the kanbun author and associated publications.  We now consider an 
example of a cross-referential kanbun data map, which, again, through relational 
databases, can be directly linked with existing kanbun databases. 
 
DataTable: Japanese Citation (JC) 
JC_ID: 1008002 
JC_Text: かしこに落せる稲束あり。ここに落ちたる穂あり。これ寡婦の利也 
JC_KanbunPhrase_ID: 919360011 
JC_ JT_ID: 09 
 
The record in the above table is for a Japanese quote from a Japanese classic.  The 
data is mostly numerical, but from its link with other data tables, computers will readily 
display the relevant information, namely, that it is a quote from a Japanese classic 
whose title is Seidan (JC_ JT_ID = 09), and whose author is Ogyû Sorai (JA_ID = 108).  
 Finally, the Kanbun Phrase ID number of 919360011 tells us that this Japanese quote 
came from a kanbun classic, as shown in the records from the two following tables: 
 
DataTable: Kanbun Phrase (KP) 
KP_ID: 919360011 
KP_Text: 彼有遺秉、此有滯穗、伊寡婦之利 
KP_KT_ID: 1945 
 
DataTable: Kanbun Text (KT) 
KT_ID: 1945 
KT_Title_Romaji: Shikyô 
KT_Title_Japanese: 詩経 
KT_Title_English: Book of Odes  
 
The above tables suffice then to inform us that the quote in Civil Society by Ogyû 
Sorai came from Shikyô (詩経 , Book of Odes).  One can concede that such 
information can be readily obtained manually by simply opening the book Civil Society 
and reading the provided footnotes regarding the Book of Odes.  However, we also 
keep in mind that the main purpose for the cross-referential kanbun data map is to 
generate quotes from Ogyû Sorai and many other Japanese thinkers as an output, while 
being given the kanbun title of Book of Odes as sole input.  It should then be 
reasonably recognized that such a task could not be accomplished by a human alone 
without the help of a cross-referential kanbun data map. 
Further, we note that in this last provided example, an algorithm running a text 
search would have proven to be fruitless, as, due to discrepancy between different kanji 
with the same kunyomi reading, the only string of common text between the quote from 
Civil Society and the phrase in Book of Odes solely consisted of two characters (namely 
the compound 寡婦), which would have been discarded by the algorithm in the first 
place, as that string did not meet the string length criterion of four characters or more. 
We shall conclude this section with an example of second-degree relation between 
Japanese classics and kanbun classics, in which a phrase in a Japanese classic is not a 
direct quote but rather an indirect allusion to a kanbun classic. 
 
Phrase in Japanese classic: 
Kourohou no yuki, ikanaran (The Pillow Book, Sei Shônagon)   
香炉峯の雪、いかならん (枕草子, 清少納言) 
Phrase in kanbun classic: 
Kourohou no yuki ha sudare wo kakagete miru (Haku Raku Ten)   
香炉峯の雪は簾を捧げて看る (白楽天) 
 
 While the above example is not a direct quote, it still remains an instance of a 
kanbun phrase being indirectly referred to, and most literary thinkers will agree that the 
above passage in The Pillow Book would somehow become devoid of meaning if read 
without the above kanbun reference.  It is then our opinion that this last example could 
also qualify as a valid association in the cross-referential kanbun data map, if our main 
purpose lies in analyzing kanbun classics in the framework of Japanese classics. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
We have presented here some database considerations regarding the creation of a cross-
referential kanbun data map, which could be readily annexed to existing kanbun 
databases such the one currently available at the Japan Kanbun Research Center (日本
漢文学研究).  One of the main purposes of the cross-referential kanbun data map 
discussed here would be to facilitate kanbun research for non-Japanese scholars in 
Japanese studies, by providing factual data regarding the presence of kanbun within 
prominent Japanese classics.  This kanbun data map could also be used as a guideline 
for a scholar researching a particular kanbun classic, as the database output would 
consist of references on Japanese classics on a large scale, which could probably not be 
obtained through traditional bibliographical research alone, or even through computer-
assisted text searches of digital records, as we have illustrated in this paper with several 
actual examples.  It is our hope that the kanbun data map concepts discussed here can 
one day become of some use for kanbun research within the field of Japanese Studies. 
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